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**Description**

**Observation**

This issue was encountered before, almost each time we had to fix an IPMI test. But, since it was sporadic, we always end up fixing the test issue and we were not able to reproduce this issue.

- It can be a firmware issue for SOL console.
- It can be a product issue when loading driver at boot
  - On last good the drivers are loaded, while on error, this behavior is shown.
  - Last good: osd#last_good#video.ogv#t=23.00,25.00
  - Error: osd#error#video.ogv#t=29.00,31.00

**Reproducible**

- Scenario: sle-15-SP1-Installer-DVD-x86_64-btrfs@64bit-ipmi
  - osd#1860479/modules/boot_from_pxe/steps/10

**Expected result**

- From SLE15 GM: sle-15-Installer-DVD-x86_64-Build668.1-btrfs@64bit-ipmi
  - osd#1772527#step/boot_from_pxe/6

**Further details**

- Latest result in this scenario: osd#sle-15-Installer-DVD-x86_64-latest-btrfs@64bit-ipmi

**Related issues:**

Related to openQA Tests - action #36027: [sle][functional][u][ipmi] test fail... Resolved 2017-10-20

**History**

#1 - 2018-07-26 15:01 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated

#2 - 2018-07-26 15:09 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated

#3 - 2018-07-26 15:11 - SLindoMansilla
- Subject changed from [functional][sle][sporadic] test fails in boot_from_pxe - SOL misbehave booting initrd (text shown repeatedly and in colors) to [functional][sle][sporadic] test fails in boot_from_pxe - SOL misbehave booting drivers on linuxrc (text shown repeatedly and in colors)

#4 - 2018-07-26 15:11 - SLindoMansilla
- Description updated

#5 - 2018-07-26 16:36 - okurz
- Subject changed from [functional][sle][sporadic] test fails in boot_from_pxe - SOL misbehave booting drivers on linuxrc (text shown repeatedly and in colors) to [functional][sle][u][sporadic] test fails in boot_from_pxe - SOL misbehave booting drivers on linuxrc (text shown repeatedly and in colors)
- Target version set to Milestone 19

#6 - 2018-09-29 16:55 - okurz
- Subject changed from [functional][sle][u][sporadic] test fails in boot_from_pxe - SOL misbehave booting drivers on linuxrc (text shown repeatedly and in colors) to [functional][sle][u][sporadic][ipmi] test fails in boot_from_pxe - SOL misbehave booting drivers on linuxrc (text shown repeatedly and in colors)

#7 - 2018-09-29 16:56 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 19 to future

#8 - 2018-10-12 09:23 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by action #36027: [sle][functional][u][ipmi] test fails in boot_from_pxe - pxe boot menu doesn't show up at all added

#9 - 2018-10-12 09:23 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from New to Blocked

Make boot_from_pxe stable before investigating this sporadic IPMI firmware issue: https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/36027

#10 - 2018-10-12 09:24 - SLindoMansilla
- Assignee set to SLindoMansilla

Assigning myself as tracker

#11 - 2019-08-23 10:44 - SLindoMansilla
- Blocked by deleted (action #36027: [sle][functional][u][ipmi] test fails in boot_from_pxe - pxe boot menu doesn't show up at all) added

#12 - 2019-08-23 10:44 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #36027: [sle][functional][u][ipmi] test fails in boot_from_pxe - pxe boot menu doesn't show up at all added

#13 - 2019-08-23 10:46 - SLindoMansilla
- Status changed from Blocked to Rejected

Let's reject this in favor of: #38423